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We prove that every Banach space containing a complemented copy of c0 has an
antiproximinal body for a suitable norm. If, in addition, the space is separable,
there is a pair of antiproximinal norms. In particular, in a separable polyhedral
space X, the set of all (equivalent) norms on X having an isomorphic antiproximi-
nal norm is dense. In contrast, it is shown that there are no antiproximinal norms in
Banach spaces with the convex point of continuity property (CPCP). Other ques-
tions related to the existence of antiproximinal bodies are also discussed. © 2002
Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of approximation to convex sets plays a central role in the
study of many geometrical problems in normed spaces. In this context, the
concept of antiproximinal body was introduced by Klee in the middle of the
sixties [20]. A set C in a Banach space (X, || · ||) is said to be antiproximinal
if no point in X0C has a nearest point in C. When C=B| · |, the unit ball of
an equivalent norm | · | on X, B| · | is antiproximinal if and only if B|| · || is, in
its turn, antiproximinal in (X, | · |) . According to [11] we say in this case
that || · || and | · | are antiproximinal norms or, simply, companion norms.
When, in addition, there is an isomorphism T of X onto itself such that
T(B|| · ||)=B| · | we say that || · || and | · | are isomorphic companion norms.
Edelstein and Thompson [12] proved that the usual norm in c0 has an
isomorphic companion norm. Later, Cobzas proved the same result for the
usual norm in c, in any Banach space of continuous functions isomorphic
to c and, finally, in c(X), the space of all X-valued convergent sequences
(see [4–7]). The existence of companion norms in a more general class of
spaces of continuous functions was established by Fonf [14] (e.g., for
C(K), where K is the n-dimensional cube, the Cantor set or a metric
compact containing the Hilbert cube). Later, Balaganskii [1] proved that
for any C(Q), where Q is a topological space, the supremum norm has a
closed, convex and bounded antiproximinal body. The study on the exis-
tence of ray-bounded (but non-necessarily bounded) antiproximinal bodies
was considered in [24] by Phelps.
The first section of this paper is devoted to finding a class of Banach
spaces admitting an antiproximinal body (a closed bounded convex set
with non-empty interior). Regarding the preceding results, if the reader
guesses that the obvious candidates are spaces containing c0, he or she is
guessing right. We prove that every Banach space with a complemented
copy of c0 has an antiproximinal body for a suitable norm. When, in addi-
tion, the space is separable, the existence of a pair of isomorphic compa-
nion norms is ensured. In particular, one of these norms is the supremum
norm for an appropriate decomposition of the space as a sum Y À c0. This
is not true in general, as G. Godefroy observed to us. Indeed, if Y is a
nonseparable reflexive Banach space, the sup norm on Y À c0 has no iso-
morphic companion. Further results in this section concern the density of
norms admitting an isomorphic companion in separable polyhedral spaces.
Fonf [15] considered the notion of a pair of strongly antiproximinal norms.
A pair of strongly antiproximinal norms is not necessarily a pair of iso-
morphic companion norms and the reverse implication does not hold
either. Fonf characterized the class of separable Banach spaces having a
pair of strongly antiproximinal norms by those containing c0.
Even complemented subspaces of a Banach space with a pair of iso-
morphic companion norms need not admit antiproximinal bodies.
However, in Section 3 we show the following hereditary property: if || · ||
and | · | are companion norms in X, for every subspace Y …X there is a
subspace Y … Z …X (with the same density of Y) such that || · || and | · | are
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companion norms in Z. This hereditary property is similar to the one
obtained in [3] for the Mazur intersection property in Asplund spaces and
in [23] for property a.
In spaces with the Radon Nikodym property (RNP) there are no
antiproximinal bodies. This is due to the fact that the set of support func-
tionals of every closed convex and bounded set is residual [2]. Indeed, a
body is antiproximinal if and only if it has no common support functional
with the unit ball. Spaces with the RNP are (strictly) contained in the class
of Banach spaces with the convex point of continuity property (CPCP)
[18]. Our aim in Section 4 is to show that spaces with the CPCP have no
antiproximinal bodies either, despite of the fact that in these spaces the set
of support functionals of a convex body need not be generic. In the last
section we discuss some problems related to locally uniformly rotund
norms and lattice norms. We finish that section with some Baire category
considerations.
The next results are well known and they will be used without explicit
mention in what follows. Two equivalent norms || · || and | · | are companions
if and only if the sum of the unit balls B|| · ||+B| · | is an open set. Recall that,
if Xg is the dual space of X and C …X is a nonvoid subset of X, a func-
tional f ¥Xg is said to support C if there exists x ¥ C such that
f(x)=supy ¥ Cf(y) or f(x)=infy ¥ Cf(y). Denote by supp C the set of all
functionals supporting C. Notice that if C=B|| · || the set supp C consist of
the norm attaining functionals on (X, || · ||), which is usually denoted by
NA|| · ||. The norms || · || and | · | are companions if and only if NA|| · || 5
NA| · |={0}. Analogously, the norm || · || and the body C are companion if
and only if NA|| · || 5 supp C={0}. Assume, further, that T is an iso-
morphism on X such that T(B| · |)=B|| · || and denote by Tg the adjoint
operator (Tg(f)=f p T). Since Tg(NA|| · ||)=NA| · |, the norms || · || and | · |
are isomorphic companions if Tg(NA|| · ||) 5NA|| · ||={0}.
2. ANTIPROXIMINAL NORMS ON BANACH SPACES
CONTAINING c0
Given a family of non-trivial Banach spaces {Xi}, i ¥ I, with I infinite, it
is usual to denote by (; i Xi)c0 the space of all functions x: IQ1i Xi such
that x(i)=xi ¥Xi, i ¥ I, and the set {i ¥ I : ||xi || > e} is finite, for all e > 0.
The usual norm on (; i Xi)c0 is given by ||x||.=sup {||xi ||: i ¥ I}=
max {||x(i)||: i ¥ I}. Cobzas gave a proof in [6] of the existence of an iso-
morphic companion norm to the supremum norm || · ||. in (; i Xi)c0 ,
whenever Xi=X, for every i ¥ I. It is an open problem whether there is a
pair of antiproximinal norms on any arbitrary sum (; i Xi)c0 . We shall
prove in this section the existence of a pair of isomorphic companion
norms on every separable Banach space X which contains a copy of c0. As
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a corollary, we shall deduce the existence on (; n Xn)c0 of an isomorphic
companion norm for the supremum norm || · ||., whenever Xn is separable
for every n ¥N.
Proposition 2.1. Every separable Banach space Z containing c0 admits
a pair of isomorphic companion norms. In particular, if (Xn)n is a family of
(non-trivial) separable Banach spaces, the supremum norm || · ||. in (; n Xn)c0
admits an isomorphic companion norm.
Proof. Since, by Sobczyk’s Theorem [21], c0 is complemented in Z, we
may assume Z=X À c0, where X is a Banach space. Denote by || · || the
norm on X and by | · | the usual norm on c0. Consider on X À c0 the
supremum norm ||(x, t)||.=max{||x||, |t|}, (x ¥X, t ¥ c0), which is equiv-
alent to the original norm given on Z. Then || · ||g.=|| · ||1 : ||(x
g, tg)||1=
||xg||g+|tg|g, thus implying that (xg, tg) ¥NA|| · ||. if and only if x
g ¥NA|| · ||
and tg ¥NA| · |. In other words, (xg, tg) ¥NA|| · ||. if and only if x
g ¥NA|| · ||
and tg is a finite linear combination of {egn}, the usual basis of a1. We need
to find an isomorphism T: Z0 Z so that Tg: Xg À a1 QXg À a1 satisfies
Tg(NA|| · ||. ) 5NA|| · ||.={0}. Let {xk} be a countable dense set in X and
0 < e < 1. For any element (xg, 0) ¥Xg À a1 define
Tg(xg, 0)=xg+e C
k
xg(xk) 2−2ke
g
2k+1
and for the element (0, egn ) set
Tg(0, egn )=e
g
n+e C
k
2−2keg2n(2k+1).
Since Tg acting on a1 is the same isomorphism as the one defined in [12], it
follows that Tg is an isomorphism from Xg À a1 onto itself.
Analogously, to see that Tg is weakg–weakg continuous (that is to say,
Tg is indeed the adjoint of an isomorphism T on Z), it is enough to check
that {Tg(xga )} is weak* convergent to T
g(xg) whenever {xga} is weak*-
convergent to xg and {xga}, x
g …Xg. Indeed, for fixed (x, t) ¥X À c0,
lim
a
(Tgxga −T
gxg)(x, t)=lim
a
(xga −x
g)(x)+e C
k
(xga −x
g)(xk) 2−2ke
g
2k+1(t)
=lim
a
(xga −x
g)(x)+e C
k
(xga −x
g)(2−2kt2k+1xk)
=lim
a
(xga −x
g) 1x− e C
k
2−2kt2k+1xk 2=0.
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To prove that Tg(NA|| · ||. ) 5NA|| · ||.={0}, it is enough to observe that
Tg(xg+tg)=xg+an infinite linear combination of {egn},
whenever xg+tg ] 0 and tg is a finite linear combination of {egn}.
Notice that the same argument provides a companion norm to any given
norm ||| · ||| on Z which satisfies the following condition:
(*) There is an isomorphic embedding i: c0 0 Z so that if f ¥NA||| · |||
then ig(f) — p(f) is a finite linear combination of (egn ), the usual basis of a1.
If this is the case, and we denote i(c0) — c0, by Sobczyk’s Theorem [21],
Z can be decomposed as Z=X À c0, for some Banach space X. Then, the
result follows by considering the given isomorphism T on Z. This is the
case for the supremum norm || · ||. on Z=(; n Xn)c0 . Indeed, if an element
f ¥ Zg attains its norm, then f is a finite linear combination of the form
;ni=1 lifi, where fi ¥Xgi and li ¥ R. Select yn ¥Xn, ||yn ||=1, and consider
the inclusion i: c0 0 (; n Xn)c0 , defined by i((xn)n)=; n xn yn, where (xn)n ¥
c0 (which is an isometry of c0 onto its image). Then, ig(f) — p(f) is a
finite linear combination of (egn ), whenever f ¥NA|| · ||. . This finishes the
proof of Proposition 2.1. L
Denote by N(Z) the set of all equivalent norms on Z and consider in
N(Z) the uniform metric: d(|| · ||, | · |)=dist(B|| · ||, B| · |) i.e., the Hausdorff
distance between their unit balls. It is well known that (N(Z), d) is a Baire
space. Note, in the above proof, ||Id−T||=||Id−Tg|| [ e, and this implies
that, in the Hausdorff metric, we can approximate the supremum norm
|| · ||. (considered in X À c0 or in (; n Xn)c0 ) arbitrarily well by a companion
norm. Also, as we indicated in the above proof, the supremum norm || · ||.
may be replaced by any other norm ||| · ||| on Z satisfying (*).
It is natural to ask if the set of such norms is dense in N(Z) for any sepa-
rable Banach space Z which contains c0. We can ensure that this question
has a positive answer when, in addition, Z is polyhedral as we shall see in
the next result. Recall that a Banach space Z is polyhedral [13] if the
intersection of any finite dimensional subspace of Z with the closed unit
ball is a polyhedron.
Proposition 2.2. In a separable polyhedral Banach space Z, the set of
norms admitting an isomorphic companion norm is dense in N(Z).
Proof. By a theorem of Fonf [13], c0 embeds into Z and then Z=
X À c0 , for some Banach space X. In addition, every equivalent norm on
Z may be approximated in N(Z) by a polyhedral norm || · || [10]. More-
over, we shall prove that every polyhedral norm || · || may be approximated
by another polyhedral norm | · | which satisfies that, for every f ¥NA| · |,
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p(f) ¥ span(en), where p denotes the adjoint of the inclusion i: c0 0 Z,
(en) are the elements of the canonical basis of a1 and span(en) denotes the
finite linear combinations of (en). In order to do that, let us consider a
polyhedral norm || · ||, and denote by (fn) its countable boundary [13] (that
is to say a countable collection with ||fn ||=1 and for every x ¥ S|| · || there
exists fn0 so that fn0 (x)=1). Then, we fix e > 0 and a decreasing sequence
of real numbers (ei) s 0 (e1 [ e). Select, for every n ¥N, an element gn ¥ Zg
so that p(gn) ¥ span(en) and (1+en)(1− ||fn−gn ||) > 1. Consider the
equivalent norm
|x|=sup
n
|(1+en) gn(x)|, x ¥ Z.
For every x ¥ S|| · || there is n0 so that fn0 (x)=1. Thus,
(1+en0 ) gn0 (x) \ (1+en0 )(1− ||fn0 −gn0 ||) > 1 (2.1)
and
lim sup
n
|(1+en) gn(x)|=lim sup
n
|(1+en) fn(x)| [ 1. (2.2)
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) imply that the norm | · | is polyhedral, the family
{±(1+en) gn)} is a boundary and every f ¥NA| · | has the property that
p(f) is a finite linear combination of (gn)n ([10, Theorem A]) and there-
fore p(f) is a finite linear combination of (en).
Finally, the norm | · | has an isomorphic companion norm. Indeed, If
T : X À c0 0X À c0 is the isomorphism considered in Proposition 2.1, then
B| · | and T−1(B| · |) are the closed unit balls of a pair of companion norms
on Z. L
In the next result we show that, in a sense, Proposition 2.1 is sharp.
Indeed, we shall show that the assumption of separability cannot be
removed.
Proposition 2.3. If X is a non-separable and reflexive Banach space,
then the supremum norm in the space Z=X À c0 does not have an iso-
morphic companion norm.
Proof. Assume that there is an isomorphism T: Z0 Z, giving the
companion norm for the sup norm. Then, if
T(x, y)=RT1 T2
T3 T4
S Rx
y
S
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for every x ¥X and y ¥ c0, consider T2: c0 0X. Since T2 does not have
dense image, Tg2 is not injective, i.e. H=ker T
g
2 ] {0}. Notice that the
projection p1: X À c0 0X has norm 1, so f ¥Xg attains its norm in X if
and only if f attains its norm in Z. Then, any non-zero f ¥H …Xg, attains
its norm in Z but Tg(f)=Tg1 (f) ¥Xg does not attain its norm in Z,
which is a contradiction because of the reflexivity of X. L
Remark 2.4. In particular, the sup norm in a2(c) À c0 does not have
any isomorphic companion norm. Let us notice that Proposition 2.3
remains true whenever the norm considered in Z is such that the canonical
projection p: ZQX has unit norm.
We finish this section with a positive result on the existence of an
antiproximinal body in spaces containing a complemented copy of c0, when
the space is endowed with the sup norm associated with a suitable decom-
position of the space.
Proposition 2.5. Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and consider c0
with its usual norm. Then the supremum norm in the space Z=X À c0 has an
antiproximinal body.
Proof. First, let us recall that if we consider the sup norm in Z, every
norm attaining functional in Zg is of the form xg+rg, where xg ¥Xg and
rg ¥ a1 is a finite linear combination of the elements of the canonical basis
(en). Let us denote by B|| · || and B|| · ||g the closed unit ball in Z and the dual
closed unit ball in Zg, respectively. We shall prove that, as in [1], the polar
of an appropriate translate of B|| · ||g is an antiproximinal body to B|| · ||. Take
u=; n 12n+1 en ¥ a1 and define C=B|| · ||g+u. Then C is a weak* closed,
convex and bounded subset of Zg with 0 ¥ int C. The polar set D of C in Z,
that is to say, D={z ¥ Z : f(z) [ 1 for every f ¥ C}, is a bounded, closed
and convex subset of Z with 0 ¥ int C. Let us prove that D and B|| · || are an
antiproximinal pair. Assume that f ¥ Zg supports D at a point x. We even
may assume that 1=f(x)=supDf (the case f(x)=infDf=−1 is similar).
Then, f ¥ C and x supports C at f. Since C=B|| · ||g+u, we have that x
supports B|| · ||g at f−u. So ig(f−u) is a finite linear combination of (en),
where ig is the adjoint of the canonical inclusion i : c0 0 Z. Finally this
implies that ig(f) is an infinite linear combination of the basis (en) and
therefore f is not a norm attaining functional for the supremum norm
in Z. L
3. AN HEREDITARY PROPERTY
As a consequence of the previous results, even complemented subspaces
of a Banach space with companion norms need not admit such a pair of
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norms. This section is devoted to showing that, nonetheless, there is in this
context an hereditary property similar to the one obtained in [3] for the
Mazur intersection property in Asplund spaces and in [23] for property a.
Denote by dens X the density character of X, i.e. the smallest cardinal
number of a dense subset in X.
Proposition 3.1. Let || · || and | · | be two companion norms on X. For
every subspace Y …X, there exists a subspace Z …X with Y … Z and
dens Y=dens Z such that || · || and | · | are companion norms on Z.
Proof. Let {y1a}a ¥ C1 be a dense subset in Y0B| · |. For each a ¥ C1 there is
a minimizing sequence {x1ak}
.
k=1 … B| · | such that dist|| · ||(y1a, B| · |)=
limk ||y
1
a−x
1
ak ||. Define Y=Y1 and
Y2=span 3 0
a ¥ C1
{x1ak}
.
k=1 2 Y1 4 .
Assume that Yn has been defined. Again, if {y
n
a}a ¥ Cn is a dense subset of
Yn 0B| · | with card Cn=dens Yn, for each a ¥ Cn there is a minimizing
sequence {xnak}
.
k=1 … B| · | satisfying limk ||yna−xnak ||=dist|| · ||(yna, B| · |). Define
Yn+1=span 3 0
a ¥ Cn
{xnak}
.
k=1 2 Yn 4 .
So far we have a sequence of subspaces {Yn}
.
n=1 …X satisfying Yn … Yn+1
and dens Yn=dens Yn+1. SetZ=span (1n Yn).Clearly, Y … Z and dens Z=
dens Y. In order to finish the proof we just need to verify that no point in
Z0B| · | has a best approximation for the norm || · || in B| · |. To this end, it is
enough to observe that the two distance functions d1(x)=dist|| · ||(x, B| · |(X))
and d2(x)=dist|| · ||(x, B| · |(Z)) agree on the set of points D={y
n
a, a ¥ Cn,
n ¥N}. It is then readily verified that D is dense in Z and, therefore, by
continuity, d1 and d2 agree on Z. L
4. THERE ARE NO ANTIPROXIMINAL BODIES IN SPACES
WITH THE CPCP
It is known that a Banach space has the Radon Nikodym property (RNP)
if and only if, for every equivalent norm, the set of functionals supporting
the unit ball is residual [22]. Consequently, spaces with the RNP do not
admit companion norms. A natural question is to ask whether this result
can be generalized to spaces with the Convex Point of Continuity Property,
which is known to be strictly weaker than the RNP [18]. Recall that a
point of continuity of C …X is a point at which the relative norm topology
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and the weak topology coincide on C. A Banach space has the convex point
of continuity property (CPCP, for short) if every bounded closed convex
subset of X has a point of continuity.
We proceed to show that, in a Banach space X with the CPCP, every
countable family of closed, convex and bounded sets has a dense set of
common support functionals, despite the fact that the set of support
functionals of a closed, convex, bounded set need not be generic in Xg.
Proposition 4.1. Consider two closed convex and bounded sets A, B in
X and let C be the closure of A+B. Every point of continuity of C is the sum
of a point of continuity of A and a point of continuity of B. Consequently,
every functional supporting C at a point of continuity simultaneously supports
both A and B.
Proof. Let x be a point of continuity of C and let C¯w
g
be the weakg
closure of C in the bidual Xgg. Then x is a point of weakg-norm continuity
of C¯w
g
. Now, since C¯w
g
=A¯w
g
+B¯w
g
, there are F1 ¥ A¯w
g
and F2 ¥ B¯w
g
such
that x=F1+F2. It can be readily verified that F1 and F2 are weakg-norm
points of continuity of A¯w
g
and B¯w
g
respectively so, actually, F1 ¥ A and
F2 ¥ B. The second part of the proposition is immediate, since every
functional supporting C at x supports also A at F1 and B at F2. L
Notice that one direct consequence of the preceding result is that when-
ever A and B are two closed convex sets in a Banach space X with the
CPCP, the set A+B is never open. Indeed, A+B contains all the points of
continuity of its closure.
Corollary 4.2. If a Banach space has the CPCP, then it does not admit
a pair of companion norms.
Recall that in a Banach space X with the CPCP, for every closed, convex
and bounded set C …X, the set of support functionals at points of conti-
nuity of C is dense in Xg [9, Proposition 7]. Thence, we may establish the
following result.
Proposition 4.3. Let {Cn} be a family of closed, convex and bounded
sets in a Banach space X with the CPCP. There is a dense set F …Xg so that
each f ¥ F supports Cn for each n ¥N.
Proof. We may assume that Cn … B|| · || for every n ¥N. Otherwise it is
enough to consider the sets C −n=lnCn with l
−1
n =sup {||x||: x ¥ Cn} since
Cn and C
−
n have the same supporting functionals. Define C as the closure of
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; n 2−nCn and let f ¥Xg a support functional of C at a point x of conti-
nuity of C. Then x is a point of weakg-norm continuity of
C¯w
g
=2−1C1
wg
+C
n > 1
2−nCn
wg
.
Therefore, x=2−1x1+F2, where x1 is a point of continuity of C1 and F2 is
a point of weakg-norm continuity of ;n > 1 2−nCn
wg
. Now proceeding induc-
tively, it is possible to find a sequence {xn} so that xn is point of continuity
of Cn and x=; n 2−nxn. Just as in Proposition 4.1, it is clear that f is a
supporting functional of Cn at xn, for each n ¥N. L
Recall that, given a closed set C in a Banach space (X, || · ||) and x ¥ C,
we say that x is a nearest point if there is y ¨ C such that ||x−y||=
dist(y, C). The point x ¥ C is a nearest point of C if and only if there is
f ¥NA|| · || supporting C at x. We finish this section with a result on the
density of nearest points.
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a Banach space with the CPCP. Every
closed, bounded, and convex set C …X has a weakly dense set of nearest
points.
Proof. Consider a non–empty relatively weakly open set W=
{x ¥ C : fi(x) > li, i=1, ..., n} in C, for some n ¥N and ||fi ||g=1. Let
us take V={x ¥ C : fi(x) > l −i, i=1, ..., n} where we choose l −i > li
appropriately so that V is non–empty. Denote by Ce the closure of the set
C+eB|| · ||, where 0 < e <mini (l
−
i−li). By [19, Lemma 3.15], the set of
points of continuity of Ce is weakly dense in Ce. Therefore there is a point
of continuity c of Ce in V2={x ¥ Ce : fi(x) \ l −i, i=1, ..., n}. Then c can be
expressed as c=c1+ec2 where c1 and c2 are points of continuity of C and
B|| · ||, respectively. Then, there is f ¥Xg0{0} supporting C and B|| · || at c1
and c2, respectively. Finally, c1=c− ec2 ¥W is a nearest point of C. L
5. COMMENTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. The Case of Locally Uniformly Rotund Norms
Edelstein and Thompson gave an example in [12] of a rotund norm
admitting a companion and asked whether it was possible to find a locally
uniformly rotund norm with the same property. Recall that a norm || · || is
said to be locally uniformly rotund if limn ||xn−x||=0 whenever ||xn ||=
||x||=1 and limn ||xn+x||=2. In [8], the first example of a norm admitting
a locally uniformly rotund companion was exhibited. Later, in [11], it was
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proved that Day’s norm on c0, which is locally uniformly rotund, itself
admits a companion. That said, locally uniformly rotund norms cannot
admit isomorphic companions.
We shall show that a norm || · || with a residual set of support functionals
does not have any isomorphic companion norm. Indeed, if Tg is an iso-
morphism from Xg into itself and NA|| · || is residual, it is clear that
Tg(NA|| · ||) is residual, and hence NA|| · || 5 Tg(NA|| · ||) is residual, too. On the
other hand it is well known that NA|| · || is certainly residual whenever || · || is
locally uniformly rotund. We give the proof of this fact for the sake of
completeness. To this end, fix x ¥X, ||x||=1 and f ¥Xg so that f(x)=
||f||g. Observe that limn ||x−xn ||=0 whenever ||xn || [ 1 and limnf(xn)=1.
Consider now, for every n ¥N, the set
Xgn=3f ¥Xg : there is 0 < l < ||f||g with diam {y ¥ B|| · || : f(y) > l} < 1n4
which is open and, by the Bishop–Phelps theorem and the previous discus-
sion, dense. Then 4n Xgn …NA|| · || thus implying that NA|| · || is residual.
Relatedly, in locally uniformly rotund Banach spaces, every locally uni-
formly rotund body C has a dense set of nearest points in “C (see [17] for
the definition of locally uniformly rotund body). This is a consequence of
the fact that the set of common support functionals to C and the unit ball
is Gd and dense and the norm topology in “C is given by slices.
2. The Case of Lattice Norms
Recall that (X, || · ||) is a Banach lattice when X is a vector lattice and the
norm || · || is complete and satisfies ||x|| [ ||y|| whenever |x| [ |y|. Let X be a
Banach lattice satisfying X=X1 ÀX2, where X1 and X2 (two nontrivial
subspaces) are lattice orthogonal and X1 does not possess any pair of
companion norms (for instance, if X1 is finite dimensional). Then, no pair
of lattice norms on X can be companions. Examples of spaces satisfying
these properties are (i) sequential Banach lattices, (ii) L1(m) whenever m is a
measure with at least one atom, and (iii) C(K) for any compact Hausdorff
K with at least one isolated point.
To prove the above statement first notice that, for any lattice norm || · ||
on X, the projection p1: X0X1 has norm 1 (considering in X1 the restric-
tion of the norm || · ||). Indeed, if x ¥X1 and y ¥X2, then by hypothesis
|x|N |y|=0. This implies that |x+y|=|x|+|y| and, consequently, ||x|| [
||x+y|| (see [25]). Thus, a functional f ¥Xg1 attains its norm on X1 if and
only if i(f), attains its norm on X, where i: Xg1 0X
g denotes the canoni-
cal inclusion. Therefore, if f ] 0 is a common norm attaining functional in
Xg1 for a pair of lattice norms in X1 (which are the restrictions of a pair of
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lattice norms in X), then i(f) is a common norm attaining functional in
Xg for the pair of lattice norms in X. Consequently, these norms are not
companions.
3. A Baire Category Remark
If we fix a norm || · || on X, it is possible to prove that the set of compa-
nion norms to || · || is first Baire category in N(X). Indeed, it is enough to
show that for a fixed f ¥NA|| · ||, there is a residual set of norms having f as
a support functional. This assertion can be proved by observing that the set
of dual norms which are Fréchet differentiable at f is residual. The proof
of this fact is analogous to the one given in [16, 26]. Nevertheless, it is
unknown whether the set of norms admitting a companion is first Baire
category in N(X).
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